
Introduction to Quantum Computing

Assignment 6 - Due April 16

Quantum annealing with D-Wave Leap

Instructions:

• All problems below should be solved using D-Wave’s Ocean SDK in a Jupyter notebook.
Once you’re done, submit your .ipynb file(s) to the A6 area in BrightSpace.

1. Qubit chaining for 3-SAT.– In class we described a minor-embedding procedure to
implement 3-qubit 3-SAT (logical qubits a, b, c) with 4 physical qubits (q0, q1, q4, q5).
The procedure assumed b = q0 = q5 so that it required q0 and q5 to be “chained” in
the same state. We concluded that the required QUBO was:
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Using your “classical” CPU, write down a python code that generates the energy table
for all values of q and explain that this QUBO does indeed implement 3-SAT as the
lowest energy state of the quantum system.
Hint: Use the sampler ExactSolver from dimod to generate a list of all possibilities.

2. 10-qubit 3-SAT.– Implement a 10-qubit 3-SAT subject to the following eight clauses:
C1(0, 1, 2), C2(1, 2, 3), C3(2, 3, 4), C4(3, 4, 5), C5(4, 5, 6), C6(5, 6, 7), C7(6, 7, 8),
C8(7, 8, 9). Note that ’0’, ’1’, ’2’ , ... represent binary variables, and each
clause is satisfied (True) if only one of the three variables is 1 and the other two are 0.

(a) Run the brute force function ExactSolver to find all possible answers.

(b) Run the algorithm in the QPU. How many correct answers do you get?

Hint: Use dwavebinarycsp. Define a function sat3(a,b,c) that returns
True when a,b,c satisfies the constraint, and add each clause using e.g.
csp.add constraint(sat3, [’0’, ’1’, ’2’]). Apart from this, the code is quite
similar to the map coloring code.

https://docs.ocean.dwavesys.com/en/latest/examples/map_coloring.html#map-coloring


3. Minimum vertex cover for a finite triangular lattice– Generate a graph
representing a triangular lattice using the code:
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import networkx as nx

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

G=nx.triangular lattice graph(4, 4)

G=nx.convert node labels to integers(G)

nx.draw(G,with labels=True,font weight=’bold’)

plt.savefig(’graph A6.pdf’)

(a) Use the QPU to find the minimum vertex cover for the graph above.

(b) Use ExactSolver to get the optimum answer (only 9 vertices!). Did the QPU get
it? If not, run again until it gets the optimum answer.

4. Coloring the triangular lattice– Use the QPU to prove that the triangular lattice
in Problem 3 above can be colored with three colors.
Hint: The solution follows closely the map coloring example in the Ocean documen-
tation. To get the list of nodes and neighbors of the graph use nods = nx.nodes(G)

and neighs = nx.edges(G), respectively. nods will play the role of provinces and
neighs of neighbors. But these are now integers (rather than strings) so you will
have to convert some of the variables into strings, e.g. replace u for str(u), etc when
appropriate.
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https://docs.ocean.dwavesys.com/en/latest/examples/map_coloring.html#map-coloring

